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Living the 
Word 

Connecting with the 
Sunday Readings 

Adult 

Sixteenth Sunday in 
Ordinary Time

Gospel Word 
Mark 6:30-34 

People are hungry for the meaning of life. That's apparent in today's 
Gospel reading where the crowds pursue Jesus wherever he goes. 
Brief as this Gospel is, it's filled with words for thought. It begins with 
a tired group of disciples. They have been on the road, teaching 
others about the message they learned from Jesus. Upon their return, 
Jesus notices their tiredness and hunger. Jesus has compassion on 
them. "Let's get away," he suggests. Off they go on the boat.  
 
But it doesn't work. The crowds are there when they reach the far 
shore. You can almost hear the disciples complain. "Oh no, they're 
here, too." Jesus again lets his heart dictate what's next: more teach-
ing. There is a certain urgency to all this. Time is short. Let's make sure 
that we do what's most important. Here, it's the people's desire to be 
taught by Jesus and he responds. He moves from what he was going 
to do with the Apostles to teaching the assembled crowd. He sensed 
the people needed him—"they were like sheep without a shep-
herd." 
 

How common is it that we have to 
change plans because other matters come 
to the surface. Such alterations visit us all 
the time. We plan one thing, but a friend 
suddenly needs a ride or wants to talk 
about a problem. Just as we are going out 
the door, the phone rings and an elderly 
parent wants our attention. We are in the 
midst of getting a project finished and a 
co-worker interrupts with a question. 
Interruptions happen. If we are listening 
to the message of this Gospel we come to 
the realization that for the disciple, Jesus 
models a response of compassion. 
 
One of the most popular seminars in the 
business world deals with time manage-
ment. Most know the routine by now. 
Step one: List priorities. Step two: 
Prioritize your priorities. Make a list, 
starting with number one and give each 
priority a place in line. Then make a 
schedule to first do number one and so 
forth. That's sort of what Jesus did. Tired, 
disciples? Number one: get some rest. But 
life is filled with meeting needs that 
suddenly arise. Someone gets sick. Our 
computer crashes. We are in an accident. 
We lose our job. So we adjust. What's to 
be done? Sometimes we have to look over 
the situation and discern what the correct 
response is. At times, responsibility 
trumps compassion. At other times, 
self-compassion needs to be balanced 
with compassion for others. Those 
situations often become clearer when we 
pray to the Holy Spirit for guidance and 
light. 
 
Here's a tip borrowed from a sign seen in 
some homes and offices: "My work is 
made of interruptions." It is a reminder 
that our responsibilities often come in the 
moment. And if we are sensitive in the 
way Jesus was, we let what's immediate 
override earlier plans. Life is filled with 
surprises. So instead of complaining 
about unmet goals, cherish what you 
actually do in response to the needs of the 
moment. 
 
 

One-line Prayer 
 

Omnipresent God, give us the wisdom to 
live in the present moment. Amen. 

–by David Thomas, PhD, Co-Director, The Bethany Family Institute


